
Unveiling the 13 Inspirations: The Guiding
Lights of Rugby League

The Evolution of Rugby League

Rugby League, a fast-paced and physical sport, has captivated fans around the
world for over a century. From its humble beginnings in England, the sport has
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evolved to become a global phenomenon. Along this captivating journey,
numerous inspiring personalities have risen to prominence, lighting the way for
future generations of players and fans. In this article, we delve into the lives of 13
such guiding lights of Rugby League, whose contributions have left an indelible
mark on the sport.

1. Wally Lewis - "The King"

Wally Lewis, fondly known as "The King," was an Australian Rugby League
legend. With his exceptional skills and charismatic leadership, Lewis played a
pivotal role in establishing the dominance of Australian rugby on the international
stage. His fierce determination, combined with his passion for the sport, makes
him an enduring inspiration to aspiring players worldwide.
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2. Ellery Hanley - "Prince of Centres"

Nicknamed the "Prince of Centres," Ellery Hanley is regarded as one of the best
players in the history of Rugby League. Hanley's incredible footwork, speed, and
versatility helped him dominate the field. With his groundbreaking achievements
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and unwavering commitment, he has become a beacon of inspiration for
generations of players seeking to make their mark in the sport.

3. Darren Lockyer - "The Golden Boy"

Darren Lockyer, often referred to as "The Golden Boy," is a legend of Australian
Rugby League. With his silky skills, tactical brilliance, and remarkable longevity,
Lockyer captivated fans throughout his illustrious career. Lockyer's unwavering
work ethic and dedication to the game serve as an inspiration to aspiring players
and fans alike.

4. Jonny Wilkinson - "The Perfectionist"

Jonny Wilkinson, known as "The Perfectionist," is an English Rugby League icon.
Renowned for his incredible precision and flawless kicking technique, Wilkinson
played a pivotal role in England's Rugby World Cup triumph in 2003. His
relentless pursuit of excellence and meticulous preparation serve as an
inspiration to players striving for greatness.

5. Cameron Smith - "The Commander"

Cameron Smith, dubbed "The Commander," is regarded as one of the greatest
Rugby League players of all time. Captaining both the Melbourne Storm and the
Australian national team, Smith's exceptional leadership skills and astute game
management have earned him immense respect. His ability to control the game
with precision and calmness is a testament to his unwavering dedication and
inspiration to future leaders of the sport.

6. Andrew Johns - "The Eighth Wonder"

Andrew Johns, known as "The Eighth Wonder," is an Australian Rugby League
legend. Revered for his exceptional skills as a scrum-half, Johns revolutionized
the game with his innovative style of play. His remarkable vision and unique



ability to read the game make him an enduring inspiration to players seeking to
push the boundaries of what is possible in Rugby League.

7. Bill Beaumont - "The Gentle Giant"

Bill Beaumont, nicknamed "The Gentle Giant," is a former English Rugby League
player and administrator. As an exemplary ambassador for the sport, Beaumont's
leadership and dedication have played a vital role in the growth and development
of Rugby League globally. His impact on and off the field makes him an inspiring
figure for those aspiring to contribute to the sport beyond their playing days.

8. Amelia Raley - "The Trailblazer"

Amelia Raley, known as "The Trailblazer," is a pioneering figure in women's
Rugby League. With her exceptional skills and unwavering determination, Raley
has broken barriers and paved the way for female players worldwide. Her journey
serves as an inspiration for all those who dream of challenging societal norms
and making their mark in the sport they love.

9. Andrew Ettingshausen - "The Duracell"

Andrew Ettingshausen, often referred to as "The Duracell," is an Australian
Rugby League icon. Known for his incredible stamina, Ettingshausen's ability to
maintain high levels of performance throughout lengthy matches made him a
force to be reckoned with. His relentless energy and endurance are a reminder
that determination and perseverance are key ingredients for success in Rugby
League and life.

10. Stacey Jones - "The Little General"

Stacey Jones, fondly known as "The Little General," is a New Zealand Rugby
League legend. Despite his diminutive stature, Jones possessed exceptional
skills and game intelligence. His ability to command the field and guide his team



to victory, despite facing physical disadvantages, serves as an inspiration for
players striving to overcome obstacles and excel in their sporting pursuits.

11. Steve Menzies - "The Energizer"

Steve Menzies, nicknamed "The Energizer," is an Australian Rugby League great.
Renowned for his incredible work rate and tireless efforts, Menzies became one
of the most prolific try-scorers in the history of the sport. His never-ending source
of energy and dedication to the game are a reminder that hard work and
perseverance can lead to extraordinary achievements.

12. Gina Street - "The Indomitable Spirit"

Gina Street, known as "The Indomitable Spirit," is an inspirational figure in the
world of wheelchair Rugby League. Overcoming significant challenges, Street's
determination and passion for the sport have made her a role model for athletes
facing adversity. Her story serves as a powerful reminder that barriers can be
overcome, and dreams can be realized with unwavering spirit and resilience.

13. Sonny Bill Williams - "The Renaissance Man"

Sonny Bill Williams, known as "The Renaissance Man," is a New Zealand Rugby
League sensation. With his exceptional skills and versatility, Williams has
excelled not only in Rugby League but also in other sports, including boxing and
rugby union. His ability to transcend boundaries and excel in multiple disciplines
serves as an inspiration for athletes seeking to explore their potential beyond the
confines of a single sport.

In , Rugby League has been shaped and influenced by a host of inspirational
figures throughout its history. From the exceptional skills of Wally Lewis and
Ellery Hanley to the trailblazing efforts of Amelia Raley and Gina Street, each
guiding light has left an indelible mark on the sport. These inspiring individuals



serve as beacons of hope, reminding us that with dedication, perseverance, and
a passion for the game, anything is possible.
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13 Inspirations is a fascinating collection of essays by some of the leading writers
in rugby league. Published in aid of Rugby League Cares - a charity devoted to
ensuring the welfare of the sport’s wider community, past, present and future - it
tells 13 stories about 13 of rugby’s most inspirational personalities.
From the early days of the Northern Union, iconic individuals like Albert
Baskerville and Lance Todd spring to life. From more recent history, heroes like
Mike Gregory, Steve Prescott MBE and Darren Lockyer feature. And from
modern-day Super League come Adrian Morley, Jamie Peacock MBE and others.
With a foreword by Kevin Sinfield MBE and including contributions by Jamie-
Jones Buchanan, Jon Wilkin, Dave Hadfield and Brian Noble among a host of
respected authorities on the sport, 13 Inspirations celebrates the game’s guiding
lights in a way that no one who loves rugby league will want to miss.
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